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WhyWSU?
White Student Union fOunder will
address the Student Action Team.
Page3

merica the Beautiful'
Eas~ern 's

76th Homecoming
gins Monday with window
· ting, an annual Homecoming
"vity to kick off the week of tra"tions and events.
The window painting competi, which will oe held Monday
the Martin Luther King Jr.
niversity Union walkway, will
tablish Eastem's Homecoming
me of "America the Beautiful:
salutes the Red, White and
Jue."
"(The window painting will)
t however long. it takes for peoto complete (their windows),"
id Brad Kirk, Homecoming
ittee chair.
"People choose out of a hat a
·cular state (for their window
me)," Kirk said. "On the winw they have to include the here of that state and tie in some. g of Eastern."
Kirk, said the windows will be
ged Monday, and the winners
· be announced at coronation
day evening.
Elections for Homecoming
een, King and female and male
hman Attendants will be held
m 7:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday
the University Union, accord·to Kirk.
.
Coronation of Eastem's royalty

will be at 7 p.m. Monday in
McAfeeGym.
On Wednesday, Homecoming
Fun games will be held from 4:30
to 6:30 p.m. on the Library Quad.
Some of the games will include a
beach ball toss, com husking and .
a Statue of Liberty dress contest.
"There will be a course on the
Quad in the shape of the United
States," Kirk said. "Each team
will have 10 people and will be
stationed on a state."
"Each team will move from 1
state to state and participate in an
activity related to that state, such
as an apple pie eating contest in
Washington," he added.
Thursday evening is the Home7
coming tradition of the bonfire/pep rally on the Lawson/
Taylor Hall courts·. "The football
team, Coach (Bob) Spoo, cheer- .
leaders, Pink Panthers, the marching band and Student Body
President Martha Price will be
there," Kirk said.
Something different this year
for Homecoming is the free-food
tailgate on Saturday before the
football game.
"Usually we have the kick-off
on Monday, but this year we 're
going to have it before the game,"
Kirk said.
The tailgate party will be from
noon until 2 p.m. behind O'Brien
Stadium and includes free food.

Clutch
Soccer team beats
Drake in overtime.
Page 12

home~oming b~gin.s First meeting
on ethics code
proposal today
By ELLIOTT PEPPERS ·
· Staff writer

MIKE ANSCHUETZ/Associate photo editor
As part of the Homecoming festivities, sophomore Don Haljsser.
paints a window in the University Union walkway Sunday afternoon.
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s the majority of Eastern's
service workers continue to
k ~ithout a contract, some The only word I can
n representatives complain use to describe negoJloard of Governors is unre- tiations is terrible, "
sive to their pleas for nego'on.
Elroy Bowlby
e only word I can use to
Plumbers
and
ribe negotiations is terriPipefitters Local 149
," said Elroy Bowlby,
bers and Pipefitters Local
representative
representative. "The BOG is
returning our calls at all,
'ch I don't understand.
y're not even trying to get
ther with us on this."
he six local unions which tive. "They're (the· BOG) not
sent the civil service work- returning any of our phone calls
are the American Federation and haven't -notified us of any
State, County and Municipal talks in the near future."
loyees Local 981 and 1271,
"I would describe negotiasters Local 26, Carpenters tions as really slow," AFSCME
al 34 7, Police Association, 981 President Danny Cross said.
Plumbers and Pipefitters "They have actually met with us
al 149.
a couple of times, but each time
owlby represents the work- .. they're quick to break off talks
at the steam production by saying there's no money."
nt, the steam di-stribution
Cross represents the campus
ation and environment con- building service workers,
kitchen laborers, building
"There are absolutely no mechanics, labor electricians
otiations going on right . and mail delivery.
said Ken Warren,
Only Pat Beaulieu, president
sters Local 26 representa- of AFSCME Local 1271, is opti-

mistic there will be a settlement
with the BOG.
"I would like to see a settlement soon, but I don't think it
will be in the very near future,"
Beaulieu said. "I do, however,
think we 're making some kind
of progress in the sense that we
are talking."
AFSCME Local 1271 is the
only union interviewed-that is
scheduled to negotiate with the
BOG in the near future.
AFSCME 1271 represents campus clerical and technical workers.
Each union is asking for a
larger pay increase than the 2 to
3 percent they received last
year, and "strong language"
changes in their contracts.
Union representatives said
they would like their new contracts to be more specifically
worded to protect empl~yees
from harassment.
"Our old contract was _very
vague about a lot of things,"
Bowlby said. "Vje need a lot of
clarification about what is
exp_ected from the workers and
what their jobs actually entail.
"It's sad that people have to
put every little issue to writing,
but experience with past management makes it necessary for
us to protect ourselves," he

Faculty, staff and administrators
Monday will be able to submit
additional suggestions on the proposed ethics plan at a meeting in
room 17 of Lumpkin Hall.
Monday's open session, which
begins at 3 p.m., will be the first
of three sessions scheduled by
President Stan Rives to receive
input on the newly formed code of
ethics plan.
"The ethics code is a. standard
of expected behavior and is formulated to avoid problems by giving individuals a clear statement
of what is anticipated," Rives said.
He added that the proposed
ethics code fo~ faculty, staff and
administrators is ~ first for
Eastern. He said he first discussed
the code in .February with the
President's Council, which
appointed a four-member committee with two consultants to .produce an initial draft of the code.
The committee has produced
two, three-part drafts of the code
that will revise the present draft
after receiving input from the
Eastern community, said Robert
Barger, professor of education and
chairman of the ethics committee.
·"we want to give everybody in

~:~l~~~:e::~de~t~~;::i~i~~~~~:~

added.
workers, faculty, administrator
Union representatives com- and everyone else, the opportunity
plain the 'BOG management to respond to this code and make
seems to purposely make con- suggestions to it," Barger said.
The code is divided into four,
· tract language unclear and then
detailed parts: purpose, guidelines
expects employees to shoulder for conduct, distribution and reviadded responsibilities outside of sion.
normal job requirements, acSome of the guidelines for conduct include unethical hiring praccording to Cross.
"They (the BOG) seem to tices, pilfering of university propwant more and more from us, erty. unauthorized use of universiwhich can be seen in the ty funds or services and unjustiincreasingly vague job descrip- fied profits made through memtions in our contract," Cross bership on certain committees or
· compensation for overtime work
said.
"They're trying to take away that was not done.
our job jurisdiction altogether,"
"The code is intended to serve
he added.
the ethical responsibility that
Teamsters Local 26 is the employees, including administraonly union that is not negotiat- tors, have to each other, staff and
ing for a completely new con- students," Barger said. "I have the
tract.
.. hope that they (the sessions) will
It signed a three-year contract give people the opportunity .to
last year and is now negotiating make suggestions for additions
a clause for a salary increase and deletions or other changes in
and an early retirement option.
the current draft."
The ethics committee will be
,;Even if we were getting a
settlement soon: which we 're holding the other sessions at 1:30
nut, it would be a settlement for p.m. Oct. 21 in room n7 of
nothing. They (the BOG) have Lui:tpkin Hall and at 10:30 a.m.,
no intention of giving us any- Oct. 24 in the Coleman HaU
Auditorium.
thing," Warren said.
"I think the basic thing we are
Representatives of _the
seeking,
in one word, is input,"
Carpenters Local 347, Police
Barger
said.
The whole thing is
Association and the BOG were
the
betterment
of the universifor
unavailable for comment.
ty."
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c./tl.arty's

A WEEKLY COLUMN BY ROBERT HENNINGS

Today's lunch Special•••

TURNING BACK THE PAGES

A mass meeting of students and faculty was held in
the assembly hall last Thursday at recess. Short talks
were made by Mr. Carey, Mr. Lantz and Captain
Schahrer. These meetings are held occasionally for the
purpose of arousing school spirits and practicing yells.
Every student should attend these meetings and get into
this very necessary side of school life, which develops
good spirit

* **

Eastern's 1941 Homecoming will go on the air
Friday evening, Oct 17, if efforts now being made to
dear radio rights to the "Alma Mater" song are suc::essful.
Unless the unexpected intervenes, Easternites will
hear the lovely melody and words of "F0r Us Arose
Thy Wal;ls and Towers/' played~ by Bob Strnng's·
::irchestra and sung by the "Four Strong Men,'' on the
"Uncle Walter's Dog House" program at 8:30 p.m.
CST on the first night of Homecoming. (Miss Isabel
McKinney wrote the lyrics and Dr. Friederich Koch
:omposed the music.)

1
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CHARGE

II
IT~
I The Daily Eastern News
I is now accepting
I
Visa and
Mastercard
I for your advertising needs
I

RESTAURANT & CATERING

ISN'T IT TIME YOU TRIED
THE BEST FOOD IN TOWN?

Carroll Binder, foreign editor and director of the foreign service of the Chicago Daily News, will be the
main speaker at the all-day session of the 44th Annual
Eastern Division meeting of the Illinois Education
Association, which will be held on the Eastern campus,
this Friday, Oct. 10. Approximately 2,000 teachers
from 10 counties in Eastern Illinois are expected to
attend.

25 years ago, Eastern News

Oct. 12, 1966
What is a Christmas tree doing in the Union at this
time of year?
The tree is part of a program to send the servicemen
in Viet Nam books and letters for Christmas.
Called "Operation We Care,'' the campaign was first
conceived by Cheryl Redd, Charleston junior.

* * *
Students are crowding into and parking illegally in
lots close to the central portion of the campus while
there are many open spaces in the general parking lots,
says Vice President William H. '.l.eigel.

409 71h STREET

r•

The addition of Taylor Hall, the new men's residence
hall, has caused extra problems in the administration of
the EIU food service.
Because of a 30-day construction strike during the
summer, Taylor Hall was not completed in time for the
start of school in September. The food service is one of
.the inco~pleted facilities.
In the words of Mrs. Ruth Gaertner, director of the
•food service; "We had _to find places for them (620
men) to eat." The answer was to send them to dorms
that have cafeterias, so Taylor residents are now eating
in the dining halls at Thomas-Andrews, Pemberton
Hall and Gregg Triad.

345-7427

CARRY-OUT SPECIAL •

I
GOOD 7 DAYS A WEEK
I A Large (16").
i Sausage Pizza

i .

$6.95

Good on Cany-Out Only 7 Days a Week

I
I
I

Offer Expires April 30, 1992

Stretch It At

* * *

50 years ago, Eastern Teachers News
Oct. 8, 1941

I [ VISA

$3 Pitchers

** *

Normal 7, Illinois Wesleyan 6
The best football game of the season was played on the Normal school field last Friday when the strong
team from Illinois Wesleyan met the Blue and the
Gray. The game was hard fought from start to finish
and was witnessed by a large crowd.

~-----~

(Tomorrow: Bacon Cheeseburger w/fries $ t .99)

(advertisement)
Things that are new collegiate ...
New Cord Suede Jacket-Shirts $3.25 - Red and Blue Sizes 12 to 18.
. Red Suede Zipper in Torso Form Fitted Blouses ...
$1.98
Jerkins - Corduroy and Suede -$1.98 to $2.98.
Long Sleeve Classroom Dresses, sport styles, $3.98 Sizes 12 to 20.
Crepe Hose ... $ .89, $1.00 to $1.25
Nylon ... $1.35
ETHYL'S SHOP Phone 457 505 Seventh St

75 years ago, Normal School News
Oct.17, 1916

E.H. Taylor, of the Eastern Illinois State Normal
school of this city, was elected president of the Eastern
Division of the Illinois State Teachers' Association
when election of officers occurred this morning at the
final session of the days' meeting. Late Saturday it was
announced officially that the total enrollment for the
1916 meeting was 1,620 as compared with 1,517 last
year.

$2.99

* * *

Editor's note: These columns were prepared by history
Professor Robert Hennings with the assistance of
graduate student Marcia Steward. In commemoration
of the university's upcoming JOOth anniversary and the
recent 75th anniversary of The Daily Eastern News,
Hennings' weekly column will take us back to what
was happening this week on campus 75, 50 and 25
years ago.

* **

Grilled Chicken Club w /fries

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
••

815 Broadway

909 18th Street

Mattoon

Charleston

234-6442

348-7515

PLEASE PRESENT

nus COUPON WHEN PICKING UP ORDER

•••••••••••••••••••
We can help you party.in great taste·!

1

II
I
I
I
I

Anytime you need to feed a group of hungry people, serve them really good stuff
Our Party and Meeting Menu includes:
·

6 foot party subs• 2 foot party subs• 4 foot

pa.r~y . .~.u~~ ,

Jimmy John's Go·u rmet Subs. Call

345~1075

L _____ _J

Copyright 1986 J.J. Inc.®

-

OPEN
Daily 11-2
Beer Garden Open
Daily

The Daily Eastern News is published daily, Monday through Friday, in Charleston, Illinois, during fall and
spring semesters and twice weekly during the summer term except during school vacations or examinations. by the students of Eastern ll~nois University. Subscription price: $28 per semester, $15 for summer orily, $52 all year. The Daily Eastern News is a member of the Associated Press which is entitled to
exclusive use of all articles appearing in this paper. The editorials on Page 4 represent the majority opinion of the editorial board, all other opinion pieces are signed. The Daily Eastern News editorial and business offices are located in the Buzzard Building, Eastern IUinois University. Second class postage paid
at Cha/lesion, IL61920. ISSN 0894-1599.
Printed by Eastern Illinois University, Charleston, IL 61920. Postmaster: Send
•
~~iiDMt•I address changes to The Daily Eastern News, Room 127 Buzzard Building,
1....
_~=~=--"INK=-.
Eastern Illinois University, Charleston, IL 61920.

Tuesday Noon, October 15, 1
Charleston-Mattoon Room
University Union
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"Improving Your Memo
Dr. Lynda Kayser
Dept. of Ed. Psych. & Guid

New York Vs. Pittsburgh
20 oz. & 30 oz. Premium Beer
(Killian 20¢ extra)

SHOTS - "The Big Four" CJR-BN
Amaretto Stone Sour $1.90 (LADIES)
POOL IS 50¢ ALL DAY & ALL NIGHT
Slices $1.25 after 9 PM

NO COVER!
Big Screen 1V

Sponsored by the
Counseling Center

SON LIGH
Power Gym
Unlimited Tans
for 1 month

$25
519 7th St.

345-1
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WSU found~r will speak
to Stu·dent- Action . Team
.

By JAMIE RILEY
Student government edft6r

/imish man and his son take a carriage ride to the local grocery
r®y afternoon. ·

.

''

The Student Action Team will ·
hear a five-minute·presentation .We decided the
·1
Monday on the proposed White
issue (of the White
Student Union by its founder.
Doug Hettinger, founder of -Student Union) fell
the White Student Union,- was
under our guideasked by SAT President Terry
Tumbarello to attend Monday's lines, and it was
meeting to discuss the purp(}ses something we needof the organization.
·ed to deal with.
After Hettinger's presentation, the team will vote on
Ryan Devlin
whether it wants to take a stance
SAT national liaison
on the WSU, which may follow
with a vote on the actual stand,
Tumbarello said.
Ryan Devlin, SAT national
liaison,
said it is important for
SAT also will sponsor the
store on a main road in Arcola on
the group to take a stand on the showing of "The Doors.'' Oct.
White Student Union. "We 're 22 on the Library Quad.
covering a lot of things that do
Tumbarello said anyone is
with racism and that have to do welcome to attend the movie,
with alcohol, things that con- which will be shown at 7 p.m. In
award will be a plaque recogniz- tribute to a healthy lifestyle on case of rain, the movie will be
ing the individual's accomplish- campus;' Devlin said. "At the shown indoors, but a room has
executive meeting, we decided yet to be secured, Tumbarello
ments, Medina added.
The HSU will participate in the issue (of the White Student added.
Membe'rs of the Student
all homecoming event~ begin- Union) feil under our guidelines
ning with window painting on and it was something we needed Action·"Team _will discuss sponsorship of the Gus Bus, a bus
the walkway of the Union, she to deal with."
The Black Student Union's that that transports students to
said. The HSU partidpated in
the window painting •in the. stated position was that the and from the bars on Friday and
WSU was a sad· attempt to dis- Saturday nights to curb drinking
Union walkway Saturday.
In other business, HSU presi- . credit the BSU, but the group and driving. The Gus Bus was
dent Jay Martinez saiq. he spoke decided to put the issue behind started last year by the
Friday to Martha Price, student it. The Hispanic. Student Union · Interfraternity Council and
body president, about office has not taken--a stance on the Student' Government.
wsu.
Tumbarello said if the group
space for the organization.
The SAT will meet at 6 p.m. decides to help sponsor the Gu.s
Martinez added he expects to
have a definite response by Oct. Monday in the Kansas Room of Bf,l,s, they will also have td
the Martin Luth~ ~ing Jr. • decide how much money to
22.
give.
The HSU will also have a University Union.
Alw at the meeting, t-he
The Student Action Team will
Hispanic awareness display
Student Action Team will put also discuss President Stan
Monday inside the main enfinishing touches ori' Alcohol Rives' visit to the Oct. 21 meettrance of the Booth Library, said
Awareness Week, which is ing. Rives will be attending the
Jerry G. Taylor, Black Student
Wednesday through Sunday, meeting to "get more acquainted
Union liaison to the HSU.
Tumbarello said. SAT will spon- with the organization as a whole ·
sor the pop-up tent, which will and to associate more with the
have non-alcoholic beer, soda student body/' Tumbarello said.
•.
and information.
donate to the fund.
In other RHA news, the
results of the competition
between residence halls for the
Red Cross blood drive tum-out
was announced to the association. The top hall turn-out
among large halls was Carman
Hall, with Stevenson in second
place. The top hall turn-out
among small halls was Pemberton, with Lincoln in second
place.
The winner in each category
will receive a traveling plaque,
Kossman said. The plaque,
which has the name of the winning hall for each blood. drive
engraved on a gold plate, is presented to the residence hall with
the highest number of blood
donors for each blood drive,
Kossman said.

''

SU to conduct meeting on WSU
e Hispanic Student Union
ounced the selection of its
's for homecoming commits Thursday in the Martin
her King Jr. University
'on.
n addition, HSU member
Adames announced a tentainformational meeting at 7
Thursday at Douglas Hall
Doug Hettinger, founder of
White Student Union.
he meeting is basically an
rmational question-andwer seminar sponsored by
glas Hall Council, which I
the president of," Adames
. "We 're trying to act as a
al site to find out what the

be open to the public, and all
interested parties are encouraged to attend.
Those selected as chairs for
homecoming committees were
HSU member Jose Ortiz, chair
of homecoming window painting committee; Brian Fuster,
chair of the spirit games committee; Adames, chair of the
fundraising committee; Noelia
Torres, chair of the decorating
committee; and Fidel Rios, Tshirt/sweatshirt/logo committee
chair, said Karen Medina, HSU
vice president.
Medina said Ortiz was also
nominated to receive the Alpha
Kappa Alpha sorority achievement award.
The purpose of the award, she
said, is to recognize students for
academic achievement and community service. Ortiz has a
cumulative GPA of 3.5. The

HA presents _
check to McKinney Fund.
USAN KIEL

e Residence Hall Assocn presented a $200 check
sday night to the Sean R.
inney Scholarship Fund,
e check was accepted by
cKin'ney, Sean's widow.
McKinney was it former
nt assistant and a Thomas
counselor who died last
of leukemia.
his is a really wonderful
you are doing, and I can't
you enough for this dona" Pam McKinney said.
ording to McKinney, the
ship fund will be used to
freshmen and other incomdents.
need $5000 in donations
the fund can begin to earn

interest, and until the fund
begins to earn interest it cannot
be used to help new students,"
she said. "Thanks to this donation, as well as many others, we
are well on our way. We now
have $3,100."
"I'm really glad that RHA
could contribute to the Sean R.
M'cKinney scholarship fund
because he did a lot for housing,
and this is a way to show our
thanks," said RHA President
Ryan Zufall.
The money for the donation
was taken from the RHA budget,
said Maggie Kossman, national
communications coordinator.
"We just allotted it out of the
money we had," she said, adding
that the RHA will probably
sponsor fundraisers later in the
semester to raise more money to

nian newspaper claims hostage to be released
OSIA, Cyprus (AP) - An influential
newspaper reported Sunday that a
hostage in Lebanon, possibly an
· an, may be freed soon. The report ·
as a U.N. envoy began a new mission
the hostages' release.
English-language Tehran Times did
y which hostage might be freed by
'an extremists in Lebanon, or when
'ght occur.
paper, often reflecting the positions
ian President Hashemi Rafsanjani,
urately predicted two earlier releastages, but incorrectly reported that

an American might be set free shortly after
the release Sept. 24 of Briton Jack Mann.
The story, in the form of an interview
with one of the newspaper's Lebanon correspondents, said the Shiite Muslim Party
of God, or Hezbollah, was pushing for a
release on humanitarian grounds despite
Israel's intransigence in releasing Arab
prisoners.
"I'm more optimistic than at any time
before that one Western hostage, maybe an
American, will be freed," the newspaper
quoted its unidentified correspondent as
saying.

"Maybe one American will go home
soon if no unforeseen incidents take place
as happened earlier," the correspondent
was quoted as saying. But he added: "The
slightest mistake or provocative statement
from any side" could mar U.N. and Iranian
efforts to free the hostages.
The newspaper did not elaborate.
Hezbollah, considered the umbrella
group for Shiite extremists believed to be
holding most of the hostages, has linked
the freedom for at least nine Westerners to
Israel's release of up to 300 Lebanese
Arabs held by the Israelis or their allied

s~on

militia in southern Lebanon.
Israel has first demanded information on
five Israeli servfCemen missing in Lebanon.
The Iranian report came the same day as
the special U.N. envoy in hostage negotiations, Giandomenico Picco, arrived in
Cyprus en route to Damascus.._ Syria.
He refused to comment on his mission,
but officials from U.N. headquarters in
New York said Picco was promoting
Secretary-General Javier Perez de
Cuellar's intensified efforts to secure the
release of all hostages and detainees.

One person's guide to the Rec Center

o!~; Eastern News

OPINION

During the summer, when I had
a lot of free time, I was determined
to go on a health kick. Laugh all
you want, it's true.
1 ate well, got plenty of sleep
and even exercised. I wanted a
body like Sheena Easton has In the
Chicago Health Oub commerdals.
I wasn't going to replace Sheena, p
Cher or Heather Locklear as " • - ' • • • - spokeswoman anytime soon, but I
was in better physical condition Debbie
than I had been In some time. ·
Carlson
Before coming down to school, I
told my family and friends I was going to keep up this
healthy lifestyle. I made grand statements like "I'm still
going to walk/jog/bike five miles a day when I go back to
Chucktown," and "By the time New Year's Eve rolls
around, I'm going to have a flat stomach. It'll be so flat
that It'll be concave -you'll be able to use it as a bowl for
the eggnog." Response to that ranged from "That's good,
dear" to "Oh! Debbie made a funny."
Now it might sound like I'm just doing this for the
physical attractiveness, but that's not the point. I truly
needed to stay in a decent shape, or I would be hacking,
coughing and wheezing like a nicotine addict from running through campus dally.
Besides that, I'm a journalist. My days are usually
spent hunched over computers tlying to get The News
out on a daily basis. The effort of me tlying to work out
can be considered commendable.
Part of my problem was solved by a tennis dass I took
for half of a semester. When I signed up for it, I told
myself it's only for exercise and, anyways, there'll be a
bunch of freshmen enrolled in the dass. I won't look out
of place, I told myself.
I was wrong.
I have gotten a lot of exercise - chasing after all the
tennis balls that my "killer" backhand has missed - plus
just about everyone in the dass is going on Wimbledon
status. Yes, the Andre Agassi and Monica Seles of
Eastern are enrolled in this tennis course.
I have since looked to other athletic endeavors to give
me the rigors of exercise.
I decided to try my hand at the Recreation Center. I
knew since I haven't been exercising as much as I
planned, my debutant appearance there would be a
· warm-up. I figured I'd go on a Saturday morning simply
because if I couldn't lift as much weight or pedal as fast
as all the other adrenaline junkies, I wouldn't be embar-

r..,

page
Editorials represent the opinion
of the editorial board. Columns
· are the: opinion of the author.
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MONDAY, OCTOBER 14, 1991

Have yo~ noticed
the 'other half'
of·Eastern lately?
There are two sides to everything _ two
sides to every story, two sides to every issue.
· And there are clearly two sides to Eastern' s
campus.
It's like looking at a glass of water and seeing
it either as half empty or half full. On ·one side,
we've got classrooms in Coleman Hall that are
streaked with black marks all over the walls and
desks iri many classrooms around campus that
are falling apart and/or marked with ink and
scratches.
•
•
Along the center of
campus, near the Martin

Ed.tonal

- - - - - - - • Luthe~ King Jr. University
Union and Booth Library, sidewalks are broken
and collect huge p1:1ddles of water every time it
- raitiSo:- ..fn: Blair HaJl;-paio~ is:chipped, crackiRg- - r~.. ·
and coming off the walls in huge pieces and in
· My next m1ss10~ was to scope out the center to find
.

.

.

'

.

Buzzard Bu1ldmg mo~t of the equipment IS
older than many students on this campus.
But there's another side to the Eastern coin.
You can see it when you walk in and around
places like Lumpkin Hall and the Student
Recreation Center. Brand new sidewalks, brandspanking new buildings and classrooms are all
you'll find there. And there is no used, old,
dilapidated equipment in sight. It's all state of
tne art, with Lumpkin's 1Vs in the halls and cool
air conditioning - that actually works - in the
summer.
And what do visitors see when they come to
visit our fair campus? We doubt if tours of
Eastern include the dingy classrooms of
Coleman. More likely parents and potential students are taken through Lumpkin and given a
detailed description of the beauty -0f the new
Rec Center. And Greek Court is a lot nicer looking than the old rooms of Pemberton.
This is an institution of learning, and no
doubt most of us have learned that when we
start something, the logical place to start is
from the beginning. Does it really make sen5e
... to keep buiJdiI:ig. ~' many-0~w facilities on this
:~O:lmpus without ffrst repairing the old? Not
· really.
• ·Our library is old and cramped for space, but
we've got a brand new center for our recreation.
That says a lot about the priorities at this
institution. It's high time for Eastern to rearrange a few priorities and remember that our
first goal should be learning, and that before we
can build the new, we need to take care of the
old.

It is a reverend thing to see
an ancient castle or building
not in decay.
Francis Bacon

out the proper attire and the hours of the Rec Center.
After all, I wouldn't want the fashion police to arrest me.

That would be a heightened embarrassment.
. After my research I was set. I knew not to bring a bag
and to wear a T-shirt and shorts (it seems that sweatshirt
material is so gauche, as I overheard through investigadon one day). I also knew to bring a walkman and to put
up my hair. I would fit in; I wouldn't stand out.
It was about 8:30 a.m. Saturday when I ventured
the Rec Center. I walked over to the machines and felt
great sense of security. No one was _there except o
other woman who was using the stainnaster and the
Center worker. I tried out various equipment to find
forte. I settled on machines to "slim down" my waist
and exercise my legs.
No problem. I started out with 40 pounds. This Is
cinch, I thought to myself. Fifteen minutes later I h
over to the machine called 'The Fly." Wow, this I
like run.
Not. .
I thought I could be rough and tough and push
30 pounds. Yeah, rlgl:lt. Lets just say I couldn't quite
30 or 20 pounds. Okay, call me a wimp.
On to the bikes. Twenty minutes. After that I was
ting a wee bit tired, but it had only been about 40
utes total, and I just didn't feel tired. I figured I
round out my workout with exercising on "
Liferower."
Never having used "The Llferower," I followed all
instructions, and deciding to be kind to myself, I set
machine to three minutes and 20 strokes per minu
got situated and waited for the computer gun to fire.
Here I was racing against the computer and I was
ing. I was one boat behind. This was not supposed
happen. A primordial instinct surge inside of me
saying, "No, this cannot be!" I was on a rampag
picked up speed and found out as I progressed that I
slowly beating the computer pacer.
Yes!
I increased speed, and by the time I was done, I
·progressed 750 meters and was six boats ahead. I
like a champion. This was good. Deciding 1was finl
I stood up. Then I sat down again.
I ached, baaaaddd.
I don't think I realized I had to walk home after
workout. I took about five minutes to cool down
started the long walk home. On the way back, I
decided if I'm going to play athlete, I've got to work
past water girl.
The experience was rewarding, though. I'm world
moderation now. I think I'll just watch instead of
pate.
_ . ...
Debbie Carlson is managing editor and a columnl
The Daily Eastern News.

"our
turn
I'
that runs down the middle of the
sidewalk. In the United States the ·
space to the right of that line is
dedicated to the passage of peopie going ahead. The space to
the left of that line is dedicated to
Dear editor: .,
the passage of people going in .
. We are all at least college- the opposite direction.
aged people at EIU and should
When no one is using the
already have sidewalk etiquette opposing space, it is okay for you
as a part of our better nature, to use it. This happens when two
practiced daily. Hopefully a friends are enjoying each other's
review will remind some who company by walking side by side.
need to be reminded to behave
When someone approaches in
with proper respect for others.
their right lane, their passage
There is an Imaginary (because takes precedence. They have the
it is not painted on) yet real line right-of-way. You step over into
.. , . , .your own lane ..

People should ·
display better
sidewalk manners

Failure to do so results In
Ing into someone or bum
them.
What purpose is ther
bumping someone? What
pose is there in taking the rl
of-way from someone and
ing them off the sidewalk?
those daytime physical ab
practice for more violent be
lor to come?
We should be courteous
respectful of each other a
times. It's simple. It starts
getting on your own side of
sidewalk.
Name withheld upon r
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ormer professor fired as Boise president
After 13 years as president of
· State University, Eastern's
associate professor of histoJohn Keiser was fired by Idaho's
Board of Education members.
:Keiser, an associate professor of
ry for Eastern from 1965 to
0, was fired after a September
6-1 vote. The dismissal came
r state board members exssed their unhappiness with
ir working relationship with
e decision was based on the
that the board had lost confice in Keiser. The board felt
ir working relationship with
· was not working," said Bill
ve, the board's spokesman.
is was not a dismissal of
David Maurer, chair of the
ent of history and a profesof history, who knew Keiser
" g his five years .at Eastern:·
· sect disbelie(of Ke~r's dis"I find it very appalling,"
r said. "He is a very first-rate
sident. I hope the people
olved se.e that they have made a
· e and will have to reinstate
Boise State University student
Vice President Matt Burney
the issue goes deeper than the
's loss of a working relation. with Keiser.
'"The board doesn't like him and
ted him out," Burney said.
Burney is also accusing state
members of trying to damKeiser's name.
"They are now accusing Dr.
· of embezzling private funds
the Boise State University
tion," Burney said. ~'That's a

According to Hargrove, the
board did not renew Keiser's contract, but did give him a raise. He
added that the board had sent
The decision was
Keiser a letter taking issue of their
concern of their working relationbased on the fact
ship, and said further evaluation
that the board had
and'<>r actions would take place in
September.
lost confidence in
But Burney said Keiser did
Keiser.
receive a contract with the raise.
BUI Hargrove Burney also said the only thing that
Idaho's State Board of wasn't included in the contract was
Education spokesman the letter which would say that
Keiser would continue as president
atBSU.
"In the last couple of years, the
letter has been late," he said.
lie. When Dr. Keiser came to BSU, Burney said he assumed with a
Boise salary for the president was contract given out, the letter would
$17 ,000 dollars less compared to come soon after since it had been
Idaho State University and the late the last couple of years.
University of Idaho. So the BSU
Burney said there are now plans
foundation made up of the differ- in the works to reinstate Keiser.
ence in private funding for the past "We're starting a student petition,
13 years."
we're talking to our legislature, and
Burney said the real reason the we've been in touch with the govboard fired Keiser is that he has ernor."
been too successful. For 13 years,
''There has been a miscarriage of
Keiser has successfully built a big- justice done here," Burney added.
ger campus for Boise State on "No due process was done. The
merely private funds, he said.
board has no respect for the stu"This year alone, Keiser has dents, nor respect for the communiincreased enrollment by 2,000 stu- ty (in firing Keiser)."
dents, has saved the university $3.5
Burney said what also hurt
million alone by getting private Keiser was that there were no BSU
. funding, even though they're the representatives on the state board
least funded out of the University of education.
of Idaho and Idaho State Univer''There are three U ofl members,
sity, and was named cititen of the three ISU members, and one Lewis
year by the Boise Chamber of and Clark University representaCommerce in 1991," he said.
tive, and none for BSU," he said.
But Burney said he still has
Burney said he spoke with
unanswered questions about the Keiser, and as far as he knows
reasoning behind Keiser's firing. Keiser intends to take his fight for
Burney said he doesn't understand his presidency to court. Burney
why the board would give Keiser a said Keiser told him that he intends
contract and a raise if they were to "lay his records down, let them
going to fire him a couple of lay their records down, and let the
months later.
'
·
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DISCOUNT AUTO
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4-WHEEL
ALIGNMENT
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Up to 5 Ots. Oil
Most Cars
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EIU STUDENTS
FREE INSPECTIONS

News, Sports, Editorials, and More·
All The Best For You ...
•• -.rri ·.' In Fhe,FJaity·Eastern -News!
1

WARBLER YEARBOOK
Group Photos
UNTIL TUESDAY!!!
*Let the students know through the yearbook who you are.
This is a good way to get your organization's name out.
*Eaeh black and white photo can have up to 40 people and will
fit on 1/3 of a page. The cost for this black & white picture is $55
for 1/3 page, $100 for 2/3 page, $160for1 page or $250 for 2 pages.
*Photo shots today, Oct. 14 - Tuesday, Oct. 15 from 5-9 p.m.
in_Coleman Hall. Hurry I Spaces are filling up. This is your last chancel.
For an appointment or any questions call 581-2812 between 9 arid 4 p.m.

*REMINDER -------- RETURN YOUR PROOFS*
*If you've received your individual portrait proofs, please return
them as soon as possible to Yearbook Associates.
*The Yearbook Associate portrait photographer will return to campus
Oct. 24-~5 and Oct. 28-31 for retakes. No charge for retakes
caused by the photographer. You will be charged another sitting fee if
you would like to try again. WALK-INS WILL BE WELCOME

6
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New streets named this· week
By CHRIS SUNDHEIM
Staff writer

During breakfast Thursday, Charleston Mayor
Wayne Lanman announced plans to name and open
two new streets crossing Eastern's campus.
Lanman and Commissioners Bruce Scism and
Roger Rives were at the 90-minute breakfast at the
Charleston Motor Inn sponsored by the Charleston
Area Chamber of Commerce.
The breakfast meeting was a "pilot" for possible
future meetings, perhaps on a quarterly basis,
according to Chamber of Commerce officials.
Lanman said the street connecting Fourth and
Ninth streets will be named Roosevelt Avenue. He
would not announce; however, the name of the street
connecting Ninth Street with Illinois Route 130, but
hinted that the name would reflect Eastern 's history.
Although an opening date for the streets was not
announced, Lanman said the date would be available
after Eastern's homecoming next weekend.
"We're waiting for some reconµnendations from
some of the engineers," Lanman said.
"Several people have asked me if we could name
it Roosevelt since (President) Roosevelt came before
Taft, and we don't have a Roosevelt (Avenue),"
Lanman added. "It would fit right in."
The street naming issue will be brought up at
Tuesday's city council meeting, Lanman said.
Construction of the two new streets began last fall
in an effort to alleviate traffic congestion through
residential areas on Taft, Lincoln and Woodlawn
avenues.

Final costs on the new routes will range from $1.2
to $1.3 million, Lanman said.
Lanman also said that city-owned lots between
Fifth and Sixth streets along Madison Avenue,
which were vacated for street construction on the
square, would be made into parking lots.
In other business at the breakfast, council members discussed hiring a part or full-time worker to
the Charleston Tourism Board. The board is currently without a chair and Lanman said he has been
unable to find someone to chair the board and supervise any expansion.
"Considering the resources available, the tourism
board has done an excellent job," Rives said.
An audience member cited Lincoln Log Cabin
State Historic Site and Fox Ridge State Park as the
area's main tourist attractions. The two parks bring
in about 125,000 and 100,000 people, respectively,
each year, the member said. .
Council members also discussed the need to hire a
full-time city administrator. Previous efforts to hire
an administrator failed since the council could not
afford the $40,000 to $50,000 salaries, which the
applicants asked for.
"If we look at the city as a $10 million corporation, it needs a manager," Rives said. He added that
the position would easily pay for itself in time and
savings.
The council also addressed audience concerns
about Charleston water quality. Scism said the council may consider constructing another water tower in
the next few years to correct water pressure problems. The project would cost an estimated $500,000.

State police target Edgar's cabinet member
SPRINGFIELD (AP) - State to practice after their licenses had office Sunday.
_
police are investigating whether a lapsed for non-payment of state
But Zollar called the accusamember of Gov. Jim Edgar's cab- fees, the memo said.
tions unfounded, the newspaper
inet acted improperly in a disciEach of the doctors was to said.
plinary case before her agency, receive a reprimand and a fine.
"I know the way I conduct
an Edgar spokesman said But in the case of one doctor, myself is always proper. I'm
Sunday.
Zollar ordered only an adminis- basically waiting for my turn to
Illinois State Police are inves- trative warning letter issued, not speak," Zollar said.
tigating whether Nikki Zollar, a reprimand that becomes part of
Zollar said the case involved a
director of the Department of a physician's permanent disci- doctor involved in research, not
Professional Regulation, gave plinary record, the newspaper treating patients, and that the
_ _ department handed _out Jess._ _ __ _
lenient treaJm~nJ t.o_a .d_Qctor _reported.
whose license had expired, Edgar
The memo said a warning let- severe punishment in those cases. '
spOkesman Mike Lawrence.. said.
ter "would mean no discipline on
Ryan's memo, however.·S"ai'il '•
"I don't know if the allegations their license and, hence, no the department never has treated
are true, but we 're taking them reportable action which would ·those cases differently.
seriously," Lawrence said in a affect tbeir insurance." The
Zollar also said there was
telephone interview.
department also did not seek a nothing improper about her disZollar denied the accusations, fine from the doctor, the· memo cussion with the attorney.
published .Sunday in The State said.
"That's my job," Zollar said.
Journal-Register of Springfield.
Ryan's memo contends that "People call me every day. What
The accusations were raised by Zollar sought the lesser penalty we try to do is help. We try to
Richard Ryan, the department's only after speaking with the doc- refer them to the proper people in
chief of medical prosecutions, in tor's attorney. Zollar knew the the agency." Ryan's memo says a
a departmental memorandum attorney through previous con- private conversation between a
obtained by the newspaper.
tacts in Chicago politics, Ryan's director and the attorney for a
The case under investigation memo said.
doctor facing disciplinary action
occurred while the department
Lawrence declined to discuss is improper and a "clear attempt
was taking disciplinary action the memo's contents. Zollar's by the director to circumvent the
· against seven doctors. The doc- phone number was unlisted, and laws by which prosecution in this
tors had admitted they continued the phone rang unanswered at·her department must proceed."

WHY WATCH THE GAME ALONE

Monday Night Blow Out
At
Friends & Co
(509-Van .Buren Ave)

Monday Night Football
In "The Bull Pen" Sports Bar!
Everyone entering receives a Poster!
OLD STYLE "Short Neck Bottles" ........... 75¢
Super Drafts ............................................50¢
Keystone Light .........................................50¢
Hamburgers ............................................;50¢
TYE-DYE T-SHIRTS ON SALE HERE

·~.
I

Any deli sandwich•

and 6 oz~ soup

All varieties
·", h

.•

!W'"
. Extra crunchy

.., .... '"'

Mi~~

Refreshing

ii iii
"M:mer,Milleri.ite.

12-1"
$l.69 8 hba-9goz. $6• •9
4511
oz. ca~s
1
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~

I
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LINCOLN

11~

OPEN 24 HOURS
200 East Lincohi Ave.
Charleston • 345-4240

When You Run Out, Run Out To...

.UJhite .Hen Pantry
()ffcffl)..•oodthru 1orM1a1h11tiunli.'Cll'<I.
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esident denounces
rassment hearings
VILLE, Md. (AP) ent Bush on Sunday
ced the Senate sexual
ent hearing on Clarence
as "ridiculous" and "outra" but predicted Thomas will
nfirmation to the Supreme
said he had been "glued to
levision," watching the
Judiciary Committee hearthe allegations by law proAnita Hill that Thomas sexuher when she worked
in the early 1980s.
heart aches for him and his
, but I saw a strong man, a
has my full confidence, a
t belongs on the court,"
Id reporters during a golf
near Camp David.
·d he brought a small TV
golf course "so I can tune
hole to hole out there."
expressed confidenqe. in ·
s' chances, saying, "I
he will make it," but he
didn't know yet if Thomas
votes.
·ce the country appears to
gly supporting him," he
American people know
when they see it and they
this process is ridiculous. .
· it's outrageous." Bush
would not favor making
take a lie-detector test "I
want to be in a position of
ting that every nominee
lie-detector test," he said. "I
's a stupid idea." A Fairfax,

. Pagliai's Pizza
Large Thin Single Item
& Qt. of Coke

g
l~ftll~

7

For the Low Price of

.$7 .95

:·:·:·:·::::=:::;::·:··=··

Va., polygraph expert, Paul K.
Minor, said he administered Hill a
lie-detector test and concluded she
was telling the truth.
. ..
On other matters,':Bush urged
Congress to send him a new
unemployment benefits bill, less
costly than the one he vetoed on
Friday.
"I want one that is not going to
bust the budget," Bush said.
'They could get it down there in
24 hours." Regarding the prospects
for a Middle East peace conference
the administration hopes to hold
later this month, Bush said, "I don't
know how to rate the odds on that"
He added that he was "somewhat
hopeful" that Secretary of State
James A. Baker ill will be able to
make the arrangements during his
current trip to the Middle East
As for the Thomas hearing, Bush
questioned why Hill waited so long
to bring this "egregious" charge
against the Supreme Court nominee.
"How come the normal behavior
for 10 years? How come the lastminute charge brought before the
American people? I don't understand that," he said. "She didn't
have to come forward at the last
moment"

tto jackpot at $55 million
09, 24, 31, 32 and 48.
"Sales are real brisk, and we
enzy of ticket buying is anticipate they'll only contiQ_ue to
ted after Illinois' t.otto grow before Wednesday's dtaww Sunday to $55 million ing," said lottery spokesman Mike
no one matched all six Lang.
in the weekend drawing.
The biggest Illinois Lotto jackuntil now, there's been a pot - $69.9 million - went to four
flow of people, but now I people in 1989, Lang said. The
will tum into a frenzy," largest single-winner claimed a
ve Churchill, a conve- . $42 million prize in August 1989
store manager in Peoria and again in May 1990.
· that Saturday sales were
Kim Wmchester, a convenience
twice the day's average.
store owner in the central Illinois
turday night's drawing, community of Mattoon, said sales
yers matched five of six this week were nearly double the
for prizes of $2,279 each, usual amount
,499 players matched four
"When it gets up above $20 milbers to win $72 apiece. lion, you start seeing people who
-over prize was $47 mil- normally don't buy," Win-chester
said. "Then the same people just
start buying more."

plus tax

Not valid with any other offer
Open Daily 4 pm - 1 am
2 am on Weekends

345-3400 El

Ill

Expires 11/16/91

Send
your Sweetie a

Sweetest Day
Personal
.
in

The Daily Eastern News
;.., 15 words plus your choice of colored artwork plus a
heading in bold all for $5°0 •
·

Your message will appear Friday, Oct. 18th
Deadline is Today Oct, 14 at 2:00 p.m.
.. "J
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Address~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Phone.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
'Message~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Circle your choice of artwork:
- - PASSION
FLOWER

A

ASHLEY

B

Love is only chatter,
Friends are all that
matter.

The times we' ve
shared have been
memorable.
Love Romeo

'

Jenny

We're looking for seniors who like
working with an kinds of hardware~
Careers in data .procesWg, accounting, actuarial, and auditing at State Fann.
At State Fann, \ve understand the concept of "work:' Believe it or not, we also understand the
concept of "play:':
.
.
Thats because we don't think you can be really outstanding at the first without having an
appreciation for the second. Which is exactly why a career at State Fann in Bloomington could be the
ideal plaee f9r you.
. You'll work for pne ofthe countzys most respected companies on the most advanced computer
equipment in the industry. You'll be challenged and stimulated. You'll be rewarded with excellent pay
and benefits. You'll make your clas.5Inates very envious.
Whats more, you'll also have time to appreciate the finer tilings in life. ThatS because Bloomington isn't just a ~t place to start a career, its a great place to live, to enjoy, to start a family (if,
indeed, you're ready to start thinking about that). In addition to the communitys pleasant neighborhoods, inviting park.5, and other recreational facilities, you'll find two universities that offer a host of
cultural and social activities to take advantage of.
le ri
Ifyou're a senior With a math, accounting, data processing, nan •aa•
or computer science background, come talk to us at your
...A... Insurance
college placement office. We're looking for people who are . .
motivated and outgoing. People who enjoy challenges on the
•N•uuNc~
job - and away from it After all, you're not just looking for a Home Offices: Bloomington, Illinois.
great job. You're looking for a great way oflife.
An equal opportunity employer.

Sta. r.arm

Companies

1·

•

As long as
you're here,
my heart will
always cheer!
Love Joesy

8
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The Daily Eastern News
cannot be responsible for
more than one day's incorrect insertion. Report errors
immediately at 581-2812.
A corrected ad will appear
in the next edition,
Ail dassified advertising
must meet the 2 p.m.
deadline to appear in the
next day's publication. Any
ads processed after 2 p.m.
will ~ published in the fol1owing days newspaper.
Ads cannot be canceled
after the 2 p.m. deadline.
_ Classified ads must be
paid in advance. Only
accounts with established
credit may be billed.
Ail Advertising submitted to The Daily Eastern
News is subject to approval
and may be revised, rejected, or canceled at any time.
The Daily Eastern News
assumes no liability if for
any reason it becomes necessary to omit an advertisement.

------~--12/6

Monicals is looking for part-time
drivers for pizza delivery. You
must have your own insurance
and be over 18 years. The
hours
are for
evening
weeknights, day and/or night
weekends, and the hours are
extremely flexible . Apply in
person at 909 18th St.
Charleston today.
_ _ _ _ _ 10/9,10,11 ,12
Now h iring 19 year olds for
intermitted part time work on
alcohol issues. $9.00 per hour.
Call 348-8929.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/ 14
OVERSEAS JOB. $900-2000
mo. Summer, Yr-round, All
Countries, All fields. Free info.
Write IJC, PO Bx 52-IL03 Corona Del Mar CA 92625.
~~~~-,,--,.,,~~10/24
FREE SPRING BREAK TRIPS
to students or student organizations promoting our Spring
Break Packages. Good Pay &
Fun. Call CMI. 1-800-423-5264.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/25
Advertise in the Classifieds of
The Daily Eastern News!
_ _ _ _ _ __ _10/14

SERVICES OmRED
TRAVEL
TRAINING/ScHOOLS
HELP WANTED
WANTED
Al>oPnON
RIDES/RIDERS
ROOMMATES
FOR RENT
FOR .SALE .
LOST

&.

FOUND

ANNOUNCEMENTS

The

oauy

Dorm size refrigerator and
microwave for rent. Carlyle
Rentals 820 Lincoln St. 3487746.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12/6
Furnished rooms all utilities
paid (no heat) ample parking.
Cable & private phone 1-7925674.
ca910/7, 14,21 ,28
,..,v=E=R""'"Y~N"'.'"71-=c-=E one bedroom
apartment. Close to campus.
Very low utilities . Available
immediately. Call 345-7229.
_ _ _ _ _ _ ___10/ 18
The Daily Eastern News
accepts Visa and MasterCard.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/14

NOW HIRING, 4.60/HR. , fulltime and part-time developmental trainers to work with
developmentally disabled
adults. SOME FULL-TIME
BENEFITS AVAILABLE. Apply
in person 738 18th St.

DIRECTORY

(astern
CLASSIFIED

SHOW THAT
SPECIAL SOMEONE
HOW MUCH YOU
CARE
Send them
Balloons & Sweets
for Sweetest Day

Up Up & Away Balloonery
1503 7th St.
345-9462

N ews

ACROSS

27 Young film
actresses
32 Ragged Dick's
creator
33 Converts into
leather
34 Network of a
sort

1 Eatery
sMore
despicable

Ao FORM

10 Cheese from a
Dutchtown

Name: _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _~

141n a while

Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _

1s Humiliate

Students D Yes D No

Phone:

One bedroom apartment near
EIU . Stove , refrigerator ,
drapes, A/C. No pets. Available
now. $300/mo. 345-4220.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/16
Female subleasor needed for
Spring Semester. Less than
one block from campus-own
room-furnished $146/mo. 3480810.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/17
1 or 2 BR Apt, Furnished, Van
Buren and 5th. Now or Spring
Semester. 348-5937.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/24
Female subleasor needed .
Close to campus. Available Jan.
1-Aug. 15. Will accept Jan-May.
$135 mo. includes parking and .
trash. Call 348-5245.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/ 15
For Rent: 2 to 3 Bedroom trailer
in Long Acres . Furnished
except for beds. Utilities paid
except for electricity and
phone. $325 month. Call 3498832 or 355-1092.
10/18

EASY WORK! EXCELLENT
PAY! ASSEMBLE PRODUCTS AT HOME. CALL TOLL
FREE 1-800-467-5566. EXT.
9202.

Dorm size refrigerators and
microwave ovens for rent. Carlyle Rentals. 820 Lincoln Street.
348-7746.
--.,,.------,,---=,.---1216
"My Secretary" Resumes ,
papers and letters.
For
appointment call 345-1150.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12/7

Dates to run _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Ad to read:

18 Molten rock

36Joke
37Jogged

11Cozy
11Gun in a
western

40Gametes
41 Compass dir.
42 Robt.--

20 Lingers

430arsman
45 Visionaries
48 Dark yellow,
British style

22 More uncanny
230utlaws
24D.D.E. 's
opponent

PLEASE NOTE: Campus clips are run free of charge one
any event. All Clips should be submitted to The Daily E
office by noon one business day before the date of the evenL
an event schedule for Thursday should be submitted as a
by noon Wednesday. (Thursday is the deadline for Friday,
Sunday event.) Clips submitted after deadline WILL NOT
No clips will be taken by Phone. Any Clip that is illegible
conflicting information will not be run.

s1 Plant having
cloves

54 Part of C .C .N .Y.
57 Gold seeker in
Calif.
59 In a bad way

14
17

20

. 80 Craving
&1 Musical
composition
62 Clairvoyant
63 Inquisitive
64 Prevent from
doing
85 Family pedigree

DOWN

41 In the style of

so Gloomy

25Usealoom

ALPHA PHI OMEGA will meet today at 5:30 p.m. in 301
ence. All actives and pledges must attend. Don't forget
the ballroom and vote between 7:30-4:00.
AHS will have an Executive Board Meeting tonight at 8:00
Honors Office, Library Basement. Bring ideas for incre
bership, making meetings more fun.
THE COUNSELING CENTER will have a Life Skills Se
row at Twelve Noon in the Charleston-Mattoon Rm., Univ.
is entitled "Improving Your Memory" presented by Dr. Ly
Learn how your memory works and some tested ways
your own memory capacity and recall.
STUDENT ACTION TEAM will meet today at 6:00 p
Kansas Room in the Union. Everyone welcome!
PSI CHI will have Yearbook Pictures retaken tonight at 6·
Coleman Hall on the stairwell near Taylor Hall. Sorry for
venience.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will have Bible Study
p.m. in Coleman Hall 220.
EIU'S GAY/LESBIAN GROUP meets every week. It's a
to meet people. If interested, please call the Counseling
X3413. All calls are confidential.
KAPPA OMNICRON NU will mee_t today at 5:15 p.m. in
110. Meeting will be a professional workshop on resume
SOCIOLOGY CLUB will have Yearbook Pictures taken t
p.m. outside Room 108 Blair Hall. Bring $1 .00.
DELTA SIGMA Pl will meet today at 6 :00 p,
Charleston/Mattoon Rm. Last installment of dues,
DELTA SIGMA Pl will have Group Pictures taken today at
in Coleman on Taylor Hall side.
BSU/NPHC today!!! Don't forget to vote for homecoming
in the Univ. Ballroom Oct. 14 from 7:30 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
BLACK STUDENT UNION will have a Homecoming Dan
night from 8:00 p.m.-1 :00 a.m. in the Union Ballroom. Ti
sale Oct. 14-17 in Univ. Union from 10:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m.
BSU/NPHC Today !!! Support Homecoming Candida
Homecoming Coronation Oct. 14 at 7:00 p.m. in McAfee
BOG Applications for minority internship are due in th
affairs office 111 Blair Hall by 4:30 p.m. Friday Oct.18.
HOTLINE is tonight at 9:00 p.m. on 3rd Floor, Union.
an informal gathering of students like yourself who gather
their prayer requests to God. NEWCOMERS ALWAYS

1 Hurled
2 Held or Sten
3 Homer
4 Impress deeply
&Amphorae

Under Classification of: - - - - - - - - - - - - -

8 Wading bird
7 Negligent

Expiration code (office use only) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

e Actual being:

Person accepting ad _ _ _ _ _Compositor _ _ _ __

lat.

no. words/days._ _ _ _ ____:Amount due:$ _ _ _ __
Payment:

0 Cash

0 Check

0 Credit
--1--1--4

13Damage

20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day
thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first day. 10 cents per word
each consecutive day. 15 word minimum. Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous
or in bad taste.

'

Fresh Prince
Blossom
Movie:
I'll Fly Away

News
Tonight
Late Night

.. " .. " ...... . - .

Evening Shade
Major Dad
Murphy Brown
Designing Women
Northern Exposure
News
M*A*S*H
Current Affair
Hard Copy

NFL Football
Bills at Chiefs

~~~.;;;,.i 11 Baseball's

Hershiser
21 Unable to move
__.__.__.___, 25 Worker's pay

--1--1--1-.f

Movie: Hauser
Memory

Murder, She
Wrote
WWF
Wrestling

Schaap Talk
Olympiad

Powerboat Race
Sportscenter

MacGyver

~\

C. Everett Koop MD

Night Court
Kojak

Dad's Army
Movie:

Movie
"

..

'

'

'

..._ •• •

4' •

•

28Spud
21 Pays one's
share, with "up"
308icycle

•

I

44 Eye specialist
46 lusty; rough
47 Close associate
50 Drilling tool
51 - - pot
(deteriorate)
52Curves

55 Merri
HAficti
57 Fiver
58 Pistac

31 Disconnect
35Expose
38 Stayed behind
39Comical

Columbus Age
of Discovery

News

Equalizer
NFL Mag.
.,

27 long scarf

Movie:The
Four Seasons
Movie: Silkwood
t

Water Skiing

News
Love Conn.

10 Kay Thompson
girl

11 Appointment
~.-.~"""-f-'-4 12 Assert

CheCk number

P.M.
6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30
11:00
11:30

26 Large antelope

I Practice prior to
a premiere

Spenser For:
Hire
Gary Shandlin
Molly Dodd

Star Trek: The
Next Generation
WKRP
Arsenic

Disney
On Location With
Art Wolfe
World Away

Little House
o/t Praire
Combat

Safari

Ranther Country
One Body Too
Many

Beyond 2000
Party

. ...... "'" .

om, furnished apartr 2 people. Includes
er, carpeting, central
air. Close to campus.
th per person. Carlyle
.348-7746.

D player $50, Advent
sound processor $!50.
uto Bose speakers
lzer, digital radio cas. More 345-7282.
~-~-=-:=-:'.c-;::1217

dge 400 CONVERT-

. ~condition. $1 sea.
Call Ken 345-9735.

~-~-=-:=-:'.c-;::1217

dge 400 CONVERTood condition. $1800
Cail Ken 345-9735.
1217
~a-..,...Ae_r_o....,.12-=-=5=-s=-c-ooter.
nt condition. $600.00
or 348-5808.
1217
~da-..,...Ae_r_o....,1""'25=-=s-cooter.
t condition. $600.00
or 348-5808.
~ 1217
~x-s....,.te-re_o_$3=-=o-.=R'-ealistic
125. Marantz Equalizer
. Zenith 12" speakers

5460.
,--...,.,---,-----;-:-71217
ette 4 speed AM/FM
, new tires, looks great,
ood 75,000 miles
348-0692.
.,------,--,--,---,:-1217
evette - high mileage
y), new tires, AM/FM
, runs well. 345-6969
3-2559 ($800).
l--7----=7:::--;-;-;--:-1217
dge 600 All electric
d condition $4,500.
Hornet good 850.00

5.
1217
;..,fo,....r-=s=-a:-le-.""$7==5=-1:-0~$100.
and 5. Call Kelly after
348-7732.

'84 Honda Magna 750cc Looks
and runs excellent! Must sell
$1,150 OBO. Call 581-5477.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1V7
1980 Mazda Rx7. New paint,
clutch, tires. 104,000 miles.
$2300 OBO. 348-7825.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1217
1978 Gibson G-3 bass guitar
· with hard case. Good condition
$275 call Brian 348-8703.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1V7
'86
YAMAHA
FZ
600
red/white/blue, quick, low miles,
new tires, runs great! Must sell,
$2600 345-9129.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1.V7
Formals for sale $25-$65 sizes
9-11. Call Mary at 581-3215.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1217
82 KZ650 6500 mi. Runs and
Jooks great. $750.00 348-1983.
1217
P__R__E__F....,O__R_M_A__
TT==-ED---IB--M---,..COMP AT. 3.5" HIGH DENSITY
COMPUTER DISKS $1.25 ea.
WHILE THEY LAST. BRAD
2836.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1V7
Formals very nice. Lavender
and royal blue. Worn once.
Size 8/9. $25 080 348-5541.
----~---1V7
Speedo swim suit size 10.
Ladies never worn tags are
attached $3_0.00. Call 5815758.
.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1V7
Zenith 25" CO.l!Sole TV $150.
Marantz speakers (165 watts)
$125/pair. Realistic DX-440 Allband communication receiver
$150. More. 345-4426 after 10
a.m.
-----'---~~1V7
2 15" MTX SPEAKER BOX
WOOFERS #350. LIKE NEW.
MARY JO 581-2917.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1V7
1983 Mustang GLX 2dr batchback V-6 3.8L Auto PS-PB
cruise Am/Fm Tape A/C 75,000
Miles. Excellent condition
$3250. "345-3020 anytime.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1217

~--=------;---:-----:1217

one Remington Eleclng machine CHEAP.
~1217
-e-xe-rc..,..is_e_m_a_c.,...hi:-n-e. All
nts included. 1 year
d little. $1100. TV
259.

LOST: a set of keys inside or
outside Coleman Hall. If found,
please call 581-6504.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/14
LOST: Black Diamond Sunglasses at O'Brien Stadium on
the Track 10/3/91. Phone 3453677.
_ _ _ _ _ca10/11,14,15
FOUND: Red patterned quilt
after Eastern's Saturday football game. Call 345-5581 after
6p.m.
ca10/11,14,15
T=-w-o...,.fo....,.ld.,....,-br_o_w_n-wallet. Want the
l.D.'sl Call John 581-2596 or
return to DEN. No questions
asked.
..,..,,...--~===---~·~1. -0~5
FOUND: Large set of keys
found at Career Placement
Center. Identify to claim at
Daily Eastern News Office.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/16

We Pay Cash for Broken gold
jewelry, diamonds, class rings,
gold or silver coins & collection
modern & antique guns. The
Pawn Shop 518 6th On the
Square. 348-1011
-~-~----1V7
Tri Sigs: The Float is lookin'
great. We can't wait Iii Homecoming! Love the Sig Eps.
10/14
p=E=T=E-C.,...H_o.,...R=N-E=Y--'"""G-oo_d_luck at
HoJTiecoming Coronation. GO
SIGMA NUI Love Tiffany.
10/14
K_E___L_L_Y,..,F=L"""'o,..,o--D,----a-nd_A,...,.NGELA

Joel Warneke and Jim Johnson
of Delta Tau Delta. Alpha
Garns wish you good luck at
coronation!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/14
MEG GRIMLER-Good ·luck
tonite! We know you'll look
beautiful! Love, Your Alpha
Ganima Delta.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/14

The Dally
Ea.s~ern

NeW'.s
needs

HALFMAN-Our
beautiful
Homecoming Candidates,
Good.Jue_ tonite! We arA !;Q
proud of you! Love, your Alpha
Garn Sisters.
::-:---:--:----,-----,--10/14
Delts, How does your backyard
look? Are you full yet? Love,
The Alpha Garns.

PHOTOGRAPHERS
and CARTOONISTS.

Contact Stuart,

~-------10/14

HALLOWEEN
COSTUME
RENTAL! Huge selection - very
reasonable rates. Be Smart!
Reserve early. Call 345-2617.
•
ca10/10,14,15,16

Cathy "Cuteness Maxima"
Myers: Great reunioning at
ICCJA. You missed Nude Buddha Belly. The Skipmaster.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/14
Looking for a place to live?
Have something to sell? The
Daily Eastern Classifieds can
help you. Call 581 -2812.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/14

Dan or Rich

To the Men of Delta Tau DeltaGet ready for an awesome
week. You guys are doing a
great job. LET THE FUN CONTINUE! Love, The Women of
Alpha Gamma Delta.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/14

at 581-2812

Calvin and Hobbes

by Bill Watterson
WE. CAN Ccu.ECi S\illS !

W\T\.\ \\-\&

SNc~ms.wt.
°'~'$\ff..'{

l.JNOt:R 'tlA.~
l~~FINliB..'< .

-

JO·J2.

Calvin and Hobbes
LOST: Gold ID bracelet. If
found please call Tawnya
Ridlen. 581-3703. ·
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/14
Lose something? Check out the
Classifieds!

by Bill Watterson

Tl-\E Rt:CIP£. SA.'(S II l'lt>.KES
1WENTI OOCA~ so
Wt.'U. E/\C\-\ G8" ltN
I

~~. °™fl.TS

TCXJ

MUCH TROOBLE.

w~u.. jlJSI ~KE ONt. 816

PA.~CA't(t.

P.t-ll) (\.Ji IT IN
H~U= .

I

'SELL SHORT

S~v.E - LQNG'
It's the 1 for $1 aeal !
-

t

...~;

Doonesbury

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

I

1

The Daily Eastern News
will run your
CLASSIFIED AD
for 1 day for ·$1 *
•10 words ONE DAY is $1.00
FOR $1 IS AVAILABLE TO ANY NON-COMMERCIAL INDIVID0 WISHES TO ~ AN ITEMS OR ITEMS (MAX. OF 3
ALL ITEMS MUST BE PRICED •

Doonesbury.

BY GARAY TRUDEAU

_ _ _ _ _ _ _Phone: _ _ _ _ _ __
UM... 50YOU
HAVEJAN
OP!fNl/11<3?

I

_ _ _ _Compositor_

_ __

_ _ _ _ _ _ _Amount due:$ _ _ _ __

Monday, October 14, 1991

The Dally Eastern

OCTOBER 14 - . Elections,
Union.Walkway & Coleman H
-

.

OCTOBER16'

.

OCTOBER17OCTOBER19,..

.

· 7:30 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Coronation, McAfee Gym
7 p.m . .
Fun Gam·es, South Quad
4:30 p.m. - 6:30 p.m.
Rain location:· University Ballroom
Pep. Rally/Bonfire, Lawson/Taylor
Courts, 8-10 p.m.
Rain Location: University Ballroom
Parade, 6th & 7th Streets, 9:30 a.m.
Kick-off, O'Brien Stadium
Noon - 2 p.m.
.
· Football Game V. ISU, 2 p.m.
"

I

,.

•

Monday, October 14, 1991

nnelly stings former mates
Ind., Eastern quarterback Kip
y finally got his chance
spotlight Saturday as he
· first collegiate start in
a State uniform against
squad.
nelly never saw any
at quarterback while he
Eastern. He was fedshirtfirst year and transferred
College of DuPage at the
ing of his second year.
d have competed for the
g position with current
quarterback, sophomore
me, his second year.
y had a good quarterd I thought I was betennelly said about his
for transferring from
to COD. "Time was a
Time was running out. I
to make a decision."
transferred to Indiana

*From page 12
ball momentarily, when
picked off a pass, but
ed it right back to ISU
two-yard return.
a State marched to the
14, but an illegal block
teve Krieger field goal
t pushed ISU to the
30. But Krieger confrom 47 yards out to give
amores a 3-0 advantage.
split the uprights again
yards away at the 11 :08
of the second quarter,
the ISU lead to six.
Eastern fought back and
on Thorne's 13th TD
f the year. Caldwell's
ter made it 7-6 Eastern,
· ger nailed his third field
the contest with two secaining jn the first half
e it a 9-7 game at the
· sion. In the third quarter
came back to its final
the game. Edson Castillo
in for a one-yard TD run
me hit Martin Ellens for
point conversion, giving
the lead 15-9. The last
er scoring drive of the
was a 14- play, 76-yard
which ate up 7:21.
the Sycamores came back

State and competed for the starting job with Ray Allen, who
started the five previous games
this season for the Sycamores.
Indiana State head coach
Dennis Raetz said he made the
decision to start Hennelly last
Sunday.
Hennelly said he got the clue
he was starting because Raetz
used him in the first string drills
during practice last week. He
added he didn't have any hard
feelings and there was no
revenge against his former team
and teammates.
"I tried not to (think about
playing my old team)," said
Hennelly. "Those things would
- just be a distraction."
In his first start since high
school, Hennelly said he had
some jitters, but it didn't show
in his starting debut as he was
10-17 with 159 yards passing
and he rushed 18 times for 66
yards.
"Hennelly played very well.

in the fourth to go ahead for
good when Franklin, whose
streak of seven games of more
than 100 yards rushing was
stopped, busted in for a 12-yard
TD and Krieger's PAT made it
16-15 ISU.
Eastern head coach Bob
Spoo, who is now 26-26 in his
fifth season was obviously distraught after the contest.
"I think it hurt us," said Spoo
of his team's oenalties. "I think

"Paralegal

He's a threat offensively,"_Raetz.
said. He added that Hennelly
has been throwing the ball well
lately.
"I had my jitters. I was nervous, anxious and excited,"
Hennelly said. "I was on another level for sure."
On tlie first play of the game,
Hennelly threw an interception
into the arms of Eastern 's Tony
Farrell. Farrell, however, fumbled as he came down with the
ball and Indiana State recovered.
Hennelly said passing the ball
would help gain some confidence and get some of the jitters
out of his system. The interception did help out his confidence
level.
"If something went wrong, it
had to be the first play of the
game," Hennelly said jokingly
about his confidence level.
"(My confidence) eventually
came as the flow of the game
went on."

there was some (over aggressiveness). The guys were a little
too eager and the r~st is history.
I thanked them for playing hard
afterwards."
For Eastern, which has 19st
four of its last five, the setback
sends them two games back of
league-leading Western Illinois,
which beat Southwest Missouri
State in Macomb Saturday.

· Litigation• Real &tate
Corporations• General Practice
&tates, Trusts &Wills

inh~vy

demand"
- WallStreetJournal
January 23, 1991

• Largest A.B.A.-approved program
in Illinois
• Effective employment assistance
• Four-month day and eight-month
evening classes
• Loop, Arlington Heights, Oak Brook
and Olympia Fields locations

"Parategal:
Recessionproof job"
-Good Housekeeping
February 1991

"Roosevelt
led me to a
challenging
career."

~ Roooevelt Unlwnlty

•

=•AssiSWlt

•

-Kitty Moore

430 S. Michigan Avenue
Oticago. IL 6060S

Legal Assistant

312-341-3882
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Eastern Illinois University Theatre
presents

Itt Wkttt Amtrittt
featuring & benefiting the Unity Gospel Choir
by Martin B. Duberman

8 p.m. October 9, 10, 11, 12, 16, 17, 18, 19
2 p.m. October 13, 20
on the Mainstage -- Doudna Fine Arts Center
$6 Adults, $5 Senior Gitzen & Youth, $3 EIU Students
Phone 581-3110 for ticket info. & reservations
Mon.-Fri. 1-5 p.m. and one hour before performances.

,
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~
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~ur~"Dry
Cleaners
~COMPLETE QUALITY CLEANING
d

Curve on

• Alterations
• Area Rugs
• Clothing Storage
• Draperies
• Furs
• Insurance Claims

$_~th St~

19~7

J:4t.

• Leather & Suedes
• Monogramming
• Reweaving
• Silks
• Starched Shirt Service
• Wedding Gow_!)s HJ!irloomed

Monday-Friday 7:00-5:00
Saturday 8:00-12:00
Conveniently located close to
campus just arouund the
curve on South 4th st.

~

I

1345-4546

[.
,

. ..

.

.

.... ...

2 Pairs of Contacts

$9')

EFOOTBALL,
&.POPCORN

E:IU E:IUE:IUE:IUE:IUE:IUE:IUE:IUE:IUE:IUE:IUE:IUE:IUE:IUE:IUE:IUE:IUE:IUE:IUE:IUE:IUE:IUE:IUE:IU
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E:IU
E:IU
E:IU
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E:IU
au
E:W
E:IU
E:IU
au
E:W
E:IU
E:IU

A representative will be on campus
October 29th

Jerry's Pizza & Pub
HOT DOGS_, CHILI

11

Come In & Tackle
a Great Deal!

INCLUDES:
Our standard daily wear soft
lenses, a thorough exam, cold
care kit, instructions for use
and care and 30 days
follow-up care.

GIANT DRAFTS

Monday Night Football Specials:
r-----------------------------------------------,
I

National Marketing
Company Needs People
With Good Phone Voices.
Earn $5 per hour
Guaranteed PLUS
Bonuses
To Apply call
348-5250 EOE

.'

'I

:
•

!

Large Pizza - One Ingredient
and Two Drinks $8.95 dine in

:

only

I

:I

!

904 E. Lincoln

:

L-----------------------------------------------~
r-----------------------,r----------------------,

2 Blocks East of -

! Large Pizza !i Small Pizza i
!
$8.2~
!i
$6.35
i
!Delivered 345-2844 !! Delivered 345-2844!

OLD MAIN
Dr. s1even H. Lane, o.o.

L-----------------------~L----------------------~
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Davidson's overtime goalliftsbooters to 1-0 wi
By KEN RYAN
Staff writer

The Eastern ~soccer team used a solid defense and an
overtime goal by Jim Davidson to break out of its slump
on Saturday.
·
.
Davidson, a junior forward from Naperville, received a
pass from junior George Janovich and punched the ball
into the right hand comer of the net seven minutes into the
first overtime period to give the Panthers a 1-0 victory
over Drake University.
The victory improved Eastern 's .record to 7-4 overall
and ended a two-game losing streak.
"It feels good to win again," Davidson said. "I think it
was definitely a pivotal game for us. We would have lost
three games in a row, but now I think we 're going to rum
things around.
'
"The overtime definitely showed that we are hungry
again. We had a lot of chances at the end and that's the
most we've had in three games."
The first half was a defensive struggle, with neither

team mounting any serious threats. The Panthers defense
limited the Bulldogs to just two shots on goal in the first
half and Eastern kept the ball on its side of the field for a
majority of the fust half, but Eastern was unable to put the
ball in the net.
"The defense got confidence reinstilled in them,"
Davidson said. "Guys were taking charge in the back and I
think that was the difference in the game."
Eastern finally got a shot off at the 21:18 mark, when
junior Tom Waters launched the ball from 15 yards out,
but Jay Montgomery, Drake's goaltender, came up with the
save.
The Panthers only other threat of the half came at the
32:50 mark when Eastern received a free kick from 25
yards out. Senior LeBaron Hollimon lofted the ball over
the Drake blockers to freshman Paul Agyeman, who broke
around the Bulldog defen~e, but Montgomery came up
with the big save.
Eastern appeared to have taken the lead at the 67:05
mark, when sophomore fullback Vinko Kucinic led Waters
with a pass in front of the net that Waters knocked in. The

goal was disallowed, though, when the referee rul
Waters was offside and the game remained scoreless.
Sophomores Eric Manibog, who started in goal
second game in a row, and John Gouriotis, who ent
contest when Manibog became sick, combine
shutout. It was the Panthers' third shutout of the
and the second shared one.
Drake's most serious threat came at the 79:29 m
Bulldogs' leading scorer, Ezra Hendrickson, drib
close to the goal, but Janovich, who was ju~t inse
the game, cleared the ball and the contest remained
less at the end of regulation.
The overtime consisted of two 15 minute p
Gouriotis came up with a big save just over a minu
Davidson gave the Panthers the 1-0 lead with his g
Eastern head coach Cizo Mosnia said that he w
the team's losing streak was over.
''
''It's about time that we got back on track," Mos ·
"I'm hoping that we will gain some confidence.
little tentative, but we played a lot better this g
the last (a 3-1 loss to Western Illinois)."

Football team drops third straight game
By R.J. GERBER
Sports editor

TERRE HAUTE Ind., Different opponent, same result.
Eastern's football squad lost
its third straight game by a ·margin of one point Saturday in
front of 4,472 fans at Indiana
State's Memorial Stadium. The
Panthers, now 2-4 overall and 0- .
2 in the Gateway Conference,

• Former Panther
QB Hennelly leads
Sycamores. Page
11.
were once again done in by
penalties in their 16-15 loss to
the Sycamores. They were
assessed 124 yards in infractions on nine penalties, five of
which were personal fouls.
But the most crucial setback
· was a holding call against the
Panthers with less than three
minutes remaining. Eastern got
the ball back on its own six-yard
line with 5:41 to go after ISU's
Derrick Franklin, who rushed
for 99 yards on 23 carries
including the winning TD, furn-

DAN KOONCE/Photo editor
Easfern's Jamie Jones regroups after getting tackled during the Panthers' 16-15 Gateway loss to Indiana
State Saturday in Terre Haute, Ind.
·
bled the ball and Panther safety
Tony Farrell recovered.
Eastern tailback Jamie Jones
took a handoff from sophomore
quarterback Jeff Thorne and
scooted around the outside for a

gain of nine. He got the call
again and picked up the first
down, and after Thome misfired
on two pass attempts, he then hit
split end Mike Rummell for a
15-yard gain and a first down.

·Gateway Tourney ends women's tennis
By RYAN GIUSTI
Staff writer

The women's tennis team wrapped up its fall
season in the Gateway Conference Tournament on
Friday and Saturday. And as usual, the Lady
Panthers pulled off some surprises.
Eastern sent its No. 2 doubles team of Samantha
Wulfers and Dawn Brannon to the finals where it
lost to Stacey Janakowski and Claudia Rodriguez
of Drake University 6-2, 7-5.
The 10-team tourney was dominated by Drake,
which won all seven singles championships and the
three doubles titles. Drake did not lose one set in
any of its matches.
"We went down knowing it was going to be difficult," Eastern coach John Ross said. "We were
hoping for some upsets and to make a little noise."
Wulfers and Brannon made more than a little
noise as they shocked three doubles teams before
losing in the championship match. In the opening
round Wulfers and Brannon knocked off the
Indiana State team of Tammy Forr and Dana Caulb
6-1, 6-1. They then went on to beat the teams from
Northern Iowa and and Wichita State to advance
the finals. Brannon recently recovered from a hip
injury and had been available only for doubles play.
"Brannon played really well," Ross said. "If she

keeps it up, she will really help the team in the
spring."
Jill Bachochin, playing No. 3 singles, lost her
opening match 6-1, 6-2 to Rodriquez from Drake,
but won her second match 6-7, 6-2, 6-1 against
Jenny Derovin of Western Illinois. That win put her
in the consolation finals where she lost to Lisa
Joseph of Southern Illinois 6-3, 6-0.
"Bachochin played some extremely tough· competition," Ross said. "But she hung in there and finished second in consolation."
Eastern went into the tournament on a hot streak.
The Lady Panthers won the five-team McClure
Tourney in Decatur and beat Millikin 8-1 on last
week.
The· tournament marked the end of the first season for Ross as Eastem's coach. "The fall has been
a learning experience for myself and the team,"
Ross said. "We need to make some changes, but I
know we will be a better team this spring."
The Lady Panthers open their 1992 spring season
on Feb. 21 at the Principia Tournament in Elsah.
"I think we are pretty close to reaching the goals
wy set for ourselves," Ross said. "But anyone
would be kidding themselves if they thought there
was not room for improvement."

Thorne was 15 of 24 on the
night for 192 yards, including a
TD strike to Rummell, who
caught five passes for 80 yards.
The Panthers faced a third and
six situation when Thorne

hooked up with Jones,
holding call negated th
and sent Eastern back to i
18 making it third a
Thorne's pass to senior
Cook was incomplet
Eastern was fqrced to pun
Indiana State, 3-3 ove
1-1 in the Gateway ran
clock, sending the Pan
their third defeat in
Senior defensive linem
Mcintyre said the situa
getting old for Eastern.
"It seems like every t'
come down to the last
there's a hold or someth'
that," said Mcintyre, w
six tackles including o
six-yard loss. "We giv
percent and played our
out and we've come up
It's just been taken out
hands. We'll have to s
ing the plays and get tou
· The opening kicko
taken by ISU's Charles
who led the entire nation
category last season,
promptly took Jason Cal
kick 43 yards to the Eas
The Sycamores, led by
Eastern quarterback
Hennelly, who made h'
start at the Division !*Continued on page 1

Volleyb~ll

squad place
3rd at Eastern Michig
By KEITH FARROLL
Staff writer

The Lady Panther volleyball
team posted a 1-2.record in the
Eastern Michigan Tournament
this past weekend placing third
out of four teams.
Eastern, which is now 8-12
lost its first two matches of the
weekend to Eastern Michigan
and to Loyola-Chicago before
closing out the the tournament
with a win over Windsor.
Eastern Coach Betty Ralston
said the loss to Eastern
Michigan was key in the tournament. Eastern won the first
game 15-6 while dropping the
next two games, 6-15, 5-15. In
the fourth game of the match
the two teams were knotted at
14-14, but Eastern couldn't
· make use of its chances.
"I really thought we were

going to win that (f
game. We did hav
chances, but we couldn'
away," Ralston said. "
got flustered on a contro
call. I didn't have any ti
left. Everything happe
quickly."
The Ramblers from
who won the tournamen~
have too many proble
the Lady Panthers as th
8-15, 2-15, 15-11, 3-15.
Eastern beat the Uni
of Windsor in straight
15-6, 15-6, 15-9 to cl
the tournament.
"We needed to win
the three games," Ralst
"It's disappointing beca
the preparation I wanted
Gateway opener (which
next weekend).

